Vet/IV 2.2
Infusion Pump

Accurate, portable infusion therapy.

Find out why thousands of customers love the HESKA® VET/IV™ 2.2 Infusion Pump. Weighing only 2.6 pounds, the Vet/IV Pump supports three pressure settings and can be programmed for very small to very large volumes with rate and time or rate and volume to be infused. With multiple programming options, intuitive 6 button interface, and communication alarms for any issue, Heska’s Vet/IV 2.2 Infusion Pump is a reliable necessity in the veterinary practice.

Lightweight and convenient
Battery powered
Trusted by thousands
Intuitive operation

www.heska.com
**Easy Operation**

Use for fluid replacement or to administer total parenteral nutrition (TPN) even in very small doses.

- **Lightweight and Portable:** Weighs only 2.6 pounds and fits in the palm of your hand.
- **Operate off rechargeable battery or AC power.**
- **Intuitive Operation:** Set all functions with just six buttons.
- **Convenient:** Hang from a treatment cage or IV pole.

**Reliability**

Never be unsure of your Vet/IV Pump status with Communication Alarm settings that alert to issues with low battery, end battery, air in line, high pressure, fill set, replace set and more.

**Flexible Programming Options**

Programmable for very small to very large volumes with rate and time or rate and volume to be infused.

- Multiple calibration options with fluid line sets available for:
  - Abbott® Series A (same calibration as Hospira® IV sets)
  - Abbott Series B (same calibration as Baxter® IV sets)
  - Baxter ACT 5435s
  - Hospira List No. 11545–58

**World Class Support**

Heska strives to ensure that every customer experience is world class. Each Heska instrument is supported by highly trained, dedicated technical specialists. Heska’s Technical Support Service is available to assist our customers 24/7/365.